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LEWIS SILKINHOUSE GC
providing senior in-house support for your business
What is it?
LEWIS SILKINHOUSE GC offers senior level, strategic
in-house support from both specialist commercial / IP
lawyers and specialist employment lawyers, via our
established and popular flexible resourcing service
LEWIS SILKINHOUSE.
The service is what it says, you can have your own
general counsel level / senior consultant lawyer working
in-house with you as an integrated part of your team,
all on a flexible and cost efficient basis.

How is it different?
The service gives you the option of having your own
senior legal consultant working on an on-going
basis within your business, providing assistance on a
particular bespoke project, a strategic change or as your
dedicated part-time or interim general counsel.
All of our consultant lawyers have extensive inhouse experience of working with management and
commercial teams and supporting complex projects.
The objective is to provide an on-going, longer term,
integrated relationship, whereby your consultant can
really get to know you and your business and therefore
provide more commercial, practical and insightful
solutions.

of bespoke scenarios such as structuring new activity
or conducting audits, whilst always adding value for
instance by identifying risks and opportunities, or
developing processes and policies.

Our team of lawyers
Our panel of senior lawyers will have all worked inhouse at a senior or general counsel level for a number
of years and bring with them vast experience of
leading teams and projects in conjunction with senior
management. We draw our lawyers from a wide range
of industry sectors including media, advertising and
marketing, retail, technology, financial services and
manufacturing.

How much will it cost?
You can expect to engage our expert lawyers at
very reasonable rates. The terms will depend on the
particular project or length of relationship, but we
anticipate that there will be considerable savings over
traditional resourcing solutions.

Who can I contact to find out more?
For more information or an informal discussion please
contact Liz Kilcoyne or your usual Lewis Silkin contact.

Who is it for / what are the benefits?
Whether you are a General Counsel needing some
senior experienced support on a new project or
strategic change, or a CEO/COO/CFO looking to bring
on a part time or interim general counsel, we can be
flexible and can work in the way that suits you. This
might be full time or part time, on location or virtually,
fixed or variable days/hours, or any other way that fits
in with your work patterns and needs.
This type of integrated legal consultancy can help
provide sophisticated and cost effective month to
month support; or we can also help with a wide range
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